Hsp47 mediates Cx43-dependent skeletal growth and patterning in the regenerating fin.
Skeletal morphogenesis describes how bones achieve their correct shape and size and appropriately position joints. We use the regenerating caudal fin of zebrafish to study this process. Our examination of the fin length mutant short fin (sof (b123)) has revealed that the gap junction protein Cx43 is involved in skeletal morphogenesis by promoting cell proliferation and inhibiting joint formation, thereby coordinating skeletal growth and patterning. Here we demonstrate that serpinh1b is molecularly and functionally downstream of cx43. The gene serpinh1b codes for a protein called Hsp47, a molecular chaperone responsible for proper folding of procollagen molecules. Knockdown of Hsp47 in regenerating fins recapitulates the sof (b123) phenotypes of reduced fin length, reduced segment length and reduced level of cell proliferation. Furthermore, Hsp47 knockdown affects the organization and localization of the collagen-based actinotrichia. Together, our findings reveal that serpinh1b acts in a cx43 dependent manner to regulate cell proliferation and joint formation. We conclude that disruption of the collagen-based extracellular matrix influences signaling events required for cell proliferation, as well as the patterning of skeletal precursor cells that influences segment length. Therefore, we suggest that Hsp47 function is necessary for skeletal growth and patterning during fin regeneration.